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U.S. Economy & Financial Market Observations
Stocks and most financial assets notched solid gains during the second
quarter thanks largely to a perceived shift in the Federal Reserve’s appetite
for interest rate cuts. The S&P 500 gained 4.3% for the quarter,
overcoming concerns over an escalation in the U.S-China trade fight, to
finish mid-year with an 18.5% gain – its best first half since 1997.
International markets were also strongly in the black during the first half of
the year with index gains of 13.6% and 11.7% for developed and emerging
markets respectively1.
Stocks rose despite mounting fears of an economic slowdown that have
pushed bond yields down globally. The yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury closed the quarter at 2%, nearly a halfpercentage-point drop from the end of March, a downward lurch that took many investors by surprise and drove
bond markets higher with the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index posting a 6.1% gain YTD1.
The bulk of the market’s second-quarter gains occurred during April. First-quarter earnings topped beaten-down
expectations and investors embraced the belief that the U.S. and China were close to reaching a détente in trade
negotiations. However, that optimism vanished in May after President Trump said he would drastically ramp up
U.S. tariffs on Chinese imports as talks fell apart. China and the U.S. took turns ratcheting up their rhetoric and
threatening higher tariffs. An abrupt Presidential tweet announcing new, relatively immediate tariffs on Mexico
also caused stocks and investor confidence to tumble in response.
In early June, Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell addressed the fears of how the continuing trade spat
could hurt the economy, saying the central bank was closely monitoring the escalation in tensions and indicating
it could respond by cutting rates if the economic outlook deteriorated. Twice over a period of a week in June,
Powell cited economic research that says when interest rates are historically low, the Fed should act preemptively to avoid a steeper downturn. Investors cheered the news, setting the stock market up for its monthlong
climb back toward records. In late June, Fed officials agreed to hold rates steady, but nearly half of the bank
presidents and governors who participate in the rate-setting committee’s deliberations judged the economy could
require lower rates before year’s end. As the calendar changed to July, softer inflation numbers with the Core CPI
dropping to 1.6% (below the Fed’s 2% inflation target) and slowing global economic growth pointed to market
expectations of a near-certain July rate cut.
As we had noted in April, our outlook for the
balance of the year remains positive, but
cautious. Second quarter corporate earnings
season begins this week and expectations are
relatively muted. Year-over-year aggregate
quarterly earnings on the S&P 500 are expected
to fall 1.7%. The possibility of positive earnings
reports exceeding this low bar, coupled with
ongoing indications that the Federal reserve will
act accommodatively, leaves ample potential for
the strong July start to continue through the
Summer.
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Quarterly Model Portfolio Update (Continued)
Current Portfolio Stance & Outlook
Core Model Portfolios captured the upside resulting from the robust first half
rally that has continued in both stock and bond markets. Our models produced
total returns YTD ranging between 8.1% and 16.1%1. As the bull market now
extends its run deeper into a 10th year, investors should be wondering how long
the good times can last. According to the National Bureau of Economic
Research, the current cycle of business expansion, which began in June 2009,
just became the longest ever recorded (topping the 120-month expansion
between March 1991 to March 2001.)
Betting against a historically old bull market can be tempting especially given
the increased patches of downside volatility we have experienced over the last
18 months. Bear in mind, that succumbing to those temptations by selling out at
the trough of last December's severe correction in the S&P 500, for example,
would have cost an investor an approximately 23% gain through last Friday's
close. Against a backdrop of a global economy that is slowing, though not yet
stalling, heightened risk of recession in the next 12 to 24 months certainly
exists. However, we would remind you that a fully invested, strategically
diversified approach continues to be the safest option for three primary reasons:
 It gives an investor permission to ignore tactical or market timing-oriented
moves and the potentially large opportunity costs associated with falling
prey to such strategies (see example above.)
 It allows for profits to be harvested from a diversified portfolio of assets
incrementally over an extended bull market such as the one we have
experienced. Our portfolio rebalancing activity in April of this year
represented the 5th time we’ve booked market gains in the last 30 months.
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 Lastly, it demands that during periods of significant drawdown of risky
assets, that investors buy low, by rebalancing out of safe haven assets that
are part of all of our strategic allocations.
The day-to-day noise of speculation on the next ridiculous tariff threat or probability change to the Fed cutting
rates will continue to drive day-to-day market price changes – and sometimes severe ones. We expect increased
volatility as we continue to navigate the later innings of the longest expansion on record. Especially in such
periods of increasing market volatility and higher, potentially riskier stock valuations, we remain committed to
risk management via rebalancing and ongoing evaluation of the overall composition of each portfolio and its
components. We encourage you to contact your advisor for information regarding your current portfolio
holdings, performance or this most recent update.
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